OVERALL SIZE OF SIGN (mm): 124 x 331
SURFACE AREA OF SIGN (sq m): 0.041

NOTES (as applicable):
- All Dimensions are in millimetres
- The Sign Materials to be, or its equivalent, 3M Scotchlite Film Series 7725, White 7725-10
- Adhesive back to comply with AS 1906.1
- Border and medium - BLACK
- Panel A - "WALK" - NON-REFLECTIVE STD. GREEN
  - "WITH" - BLACK
  - "CARE" - NON-REFLECTIVE RED
- Panel B - Diagrammatic:
  - Symbol - NON-REFLECTIVE RED
  - Border - BLACK
  - Legend - BLACK
- Panel C - Diagrammatic:
  - Symbol - NON-REFLECTIVE STD. GREEN
  - Border - BLACK
  - Legend - BLACK
- Panel D - Diagrammatic:
  - Symbol and legend - NON-REFLECTIVE RED
  - Border - BLACK
- Panel E - "VIC" - NON-REFLECTIVE STD. GREEN
  - "ROADS" - BLACK
- Sign to be manufactured in accordance with VICROADS Specification S60.